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• What Is It?
• Genes and the Human Genome Project
• Genetic Testing 
• The Breadth of Precision Medicine
• Gene and Cell Therapy
• Pharmacogenetics 
• Case Study 

Precision/Personalized Medicine
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Personalized/Precision Medicine
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• “Imagine being able to walk into your doctor’s office and 
present a “smart card” encoded either with the sequence of 
your genome itself or with an access code granting 
permission to log on to a secure database containing your 
genomic information. 

• Armed with a complete and accurate understanding of your 
unique genome, your physician would be able to prescribe the 
right drug in the right dosage at the right time to effectively 
treat your condition, with little or no concern that the therapy 
won’t work or that you will suffer adverse side effects.”

Precision/Personalized Medicine: 
We Are on the Way

E. Hood. “Pharmacogenomics: the promise of personalized medicine.” Environmental Health Perspectives. 2003;111:A580-A589.
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What Is Personalized/Precision Medicine?

https://youtu.be/008M6cGX2Zo
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• A difference without much of a distinction—Now often used 
interchangeably—So today will use the term Precision Medicine

• Identify which treatment/approaches will be effective for which 
patients based on factors, such as:
– Genetics
– Environment
– Lifestyle.

• Use individual’s health profile to guide decisions related to diagnosis, 
prevention and treatment of disease
– Can include how specific gene mutations can affect risk of developing a 

disease and/or how genes and risk factors would guide or impact 
treatment

Personalized/Precision Medicine
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• Integrates the latest advances in medicine with 
individual treatment plans

• Seeks to provide the most tailored treatment options 
for any illness—Cardiac disease, diabetes, to cancer
– Can improve treatment outcomes
– Can even help keep healthy people healthy 

• It can include:
– Targeted therapy against mutations related to certain cancers
– Gene therapy
– Immunotherapy

What Is Precision Medicine?
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• Drills down to understand as much about the patient 
as possible
– Understanding genomic variations
– Variations in metabolism
– Proteomics
– Microbiome

• Who would respond better to one type of treatment vs. 
another

• Integrate all this information into treatment options

What Is Precision Medicine?
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• The delivery of targeted treatment that is optimized for 
the individual patient in order to decrease undesired 
(and unnecessary) side effects

• Identifying approaches for disease treatment and 
prevention effective for patient based on genetic, 
environmental and lifestyle factors
– Allows health care professionals to predict which treatment and 

prevention strategies for a particular disease will work on which 
group of patients

• Concept is not new—Think blood transfusions

What Is Precision Medicine?
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How Did We Get Here?
The Human Genome Project
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• Life expectancy increased from 47 to 77 in last century,
but medicine has done little to increase our natural lifespan

• 20th century medicine addressed elimination of disease
(through antibiotics, vaccines, etc.) and treatment of conditions

• Human Genome Project
– International, collaborative project, with goal of completing a high-

quality version of human gene sequence, creation of physical and 
genetic maps of the human genome (planning started in 1984, but 
project launched in 1990)

• 85% of human gene completed by 2003
• 99.7% completed May 2021
• 100% completed January 2022 

21st Century Medicine
The Role of the Human Genome Project 
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• What is a gene?
– Basic physical and functional unit of heredity, made up of DNA, 

has instructions to make proteins
– Humans have 20,000-25,000 genes
– Less than 1% of total genes vary between people 

• What is a genome?
– Our complete set of DNA (all of our genes)
– Our DNA is in 23 pairs of chromosomes within the cell nucleus 

(of each cell)
– What do genes do? They code for proteins—They “tell” a cell how to 

make a specific protein

Genes and the Human Genome
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• Identify risk of disease, understand differences in 
diseases and develop targeted therapies
– Discover the genetic basis for health and pathology of disease; 

Develop effective diagnostic tools; Better understand health 
status based on individual genetic makeup; Design effective 
treatments 

– Prevention: Learn risks of future disease
– Treatment: Through understanding disease at molecular level, 

new interventions (drugs and other) more effective and precise
• Use personal genomic information to provide more individualized 

care

Human Genome Project—Next Steps
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Genetic Testing
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• Looks for changes (mutations or variants) in an individual’s DNA
• No single test can detect all genetic conditions

– Single gene testing—Looks for changes in only one gene (i.e., Duchenne MD, 
sickle cell disease)

– Panel testing—Looks for changes in many genes (i.e., for short stature, epilepsy, 
risk of developing certain cancers such as breast, colorectal)

– Large-scale or genomic testing—Ordered by MDs for patients with complex 
medical histories and used in research to learn more about the genetic causes 
of conditions

• Results can change the way a patient receives care
• Can diagnose a medical condition
• Can “diagnosed” risk (i.e., risk of developing cancer)

Genetic Testing
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• Can help to diagnose a rare health condition
• Can help inform individual whether they have an inherited health 

condition that may affect them (or their child or another family 
member)

• Can show whether an individual is at higher risk for certain health 
conditions, including some cancers
– More than 50 inherited cancer susceptibilities have been described

• Can guide MDs in deciding what treatment or medicine (more later) 
is right for you

Caution to plan sponsors:
Genetic testing is not inexpensive, and coverage should be well-defined

Genetic Testing—What Can It Do?
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The Breadth of 
Precision Medicine
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• Prior to precision medicine, cancer treatment was often a 
combination of treatments (surgery, radiation therapy, 
chemotherapy, immunotherapy)
– Same treatment given to all patients with same type and stage of 

cancer
– Different patients respond differently (and MDs did not know why)
– We now know that tumors have genetic changes that cause cancer to 

grow and spread and these can differ from patient to patient
• With precision medicine, patients with tumors that share same 

genetic change receive drug that targets that change

Precision Medicine in Cancer
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Precision Medicine in Cancer
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• Type of cancer treatment that target changes in cancer 
cells that help them grow, divide, spread

• Who gets targeted therapy?
– Tumor needs to be tested to see if it contains targets for 

available drugs (Is this covered under the plan?)
• Downside:

– Drugs for some targets are hard to develop
– Like all treatments, there may be side effects
– Can be very costly ($$$)

Targeted Therapy 
Foundation of Precision Medicine
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• How does it work? Treat cancer by interfering with specific proteins that 
help tumors grow and spread

– Targeted therapy can mark cancer cells so immune system can find and destroy 
them; Or therapy can boost immune system to work better

– Can stop cancer cells from growing by interfering with proteins that tell them to 
divide

– Can interfere with signals sent by tumors to form new blood vessels to support 
tumor cells: Without a blood supply, tumors stay small

– Deliver cell-killing substances to cancer cells
• Some monoclonal antibodies are combined with toxins, chemotherapy drugs and 

radiation. The monoclonal antibodies attach to the cancer cells, the cells take-up toxic 
agents, causing them to diet

– Cause cancer cells to go through cell dying process
– Starve cancer cells of hormones they need to grow

Targeted Therapy 
Foundation of Precision Medicine
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• Fix or replace an abnormal gene or cell
• Many developed to treat rare (orphan) diseases
• Gene Therapy: Replacing or modifying a missing or mutated gene in the targeted cell 

to treat or cure a disease
– Gene editing can be done inside the patient (in vivo) with a vector used to deliver the 

material to edit the gene in the patient or outside (in vitro) where cell removed from the 
patient are reprogrammed and reintroduced to the patient

– Cost $950,000-$3,300,000 (therapy typically accounts for 90% of total cost)
• Cell Therapy: Transfer of live (healthy) cells into a patient to lessen or cure a disease

– Cost $700,000 to $2,000,000 (cost split 50/50 between the therapy and general medical 
charges)

• Plan coverage concerns: Costs, cost offsets of future expenditures, efficacy, 
durability of treatment, specific exclusions

Gene Therapy and Cell Therapy—
The Intersection of Genomics and Pharmacy
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How Gene Therapy and Cell Therapy Work
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Exon Skipping

An exon is a 
segment of a DNA 
or RNA molecule 
containing 
information coding 
for a protein or 
peptide sequence
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Pharmacogenetics
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• Pharmacogenomics: How genes affect a person’s 
response to specific drugs
– Combines pharmacology (science of drugs) and genomics 

(study of genes and their function)
– Goal is to develop effective, safe medications and doses tailored 

to variations in a person’s genes
• Moving us away from one size fits all
• Examples of pharmacogenomics in action:

– Finding the proper dose of a drug
– Identifying the most appropriate and safest drug

Pharmacogenomics:
Another Aspect of Precision Medicine
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Pharmacogenomics—Genes and Medicine

https://youtu.be/RXmrUhSSSlo
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• Mom was prescribed Tylenol #3 for post-partum pain
– Codeine is a component of Tylenol #3

• Enzymes in the body metabolize all drugs (including Tylenol #3 and the 
codeine it contains). Genetic variation in enzymes our body alter toxicity 
and efficacy of drugs

• Around 10% of codeine in Tylenol #3 is metabolized into morphine
• Mom had a high level of morphine in her breast milk (which was fed to 

baby)
• It turns out that Mom was an “ultrafast metabolizer”—Meaning that excess 

morphine was being made from the codeine in the Tylenol. She should have 
received a lower dose of Tylenol #3

• Genetic testing would have identified her as an ultra-fast metabolizer 

What Happened to the Baby?
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Pharmacogenetics and Drug Uptake
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Pharmacogenetics and Drug Breakdown
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Precision Medicine 
in Action
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How it can be used in the Doctor’s Office or Clinic Setting
• Entire genome of 40-year-old man was evaluated to determine:

– Risks for dozens of diseases
– Patient’s likely response (positive or negative) to certain drugs.

• Identified “variants” linked to several diseases in patient’s family, including: 
– Vascular disease
– Sudden death

• Identified “variants” not known in patient’s family, including:
– Thyroid and parathyroid disease
– Gene variants predicting patient’s likely responses to certain heart medications 

(Relevant—Patient was at risk for cardiovascular disease)

Whole Gene Sequencing in Action
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Case Study—
How One Fund Is Embracing 

Precision Medicine
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Key Takeaways Session 
Evaluation—
Scan this 
QR code.

Session 
eval QR 

code here

• Precision Medicine is being used today even as it 
continues to evolve

• Targeted treatments increase positive outcomes 
and reduce poor outcomes

• Focused genetic testing is the building block of 
precision medicine

• Focused pharmacogenomics can support an 
effective pharmacy program and provide safer 
and more appropriate care

• Plan sponsors are using these newer approaches 
today
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